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45% of fatal injuries were 
caused by a fall from height 
on site.

- HSE, Construction Sector, 
2010-2015

DID YOU KNOW?

45%

EXCEEDINg INDUSTRY 
STANDARDS
Our towers are up to 13x 
stronger than our competitors 
and 100% compatible with 
standard scaffold tubes. Made 
with 3mm thick, fully welded 
aluminium the Ultima is versatile 
and ensures strength, quality 
and a long operational life even 
in the toughest environments.

CAPTIVE ADjUSTAbLE LEgS
The Ultima eliminates the 
problem of leg fittings jamming 
allowing for easy and safe 
transfer. Our captive adjustable 
legs lessen the threat of the 
tower leaning and tipping, 
reducing the risk of falls.

THE ALTO ULTImA TAkES 
THE wEIgHT
The Ultima is class 4 capable. 
It is the only tower that is 
independently certified as 
capable of having up to 6 
platforms loaded to 2500kg 
per mobile tower or 3000kg 
on base jacks. 

INCREASED RETURN ON 
INVESTmENT
The durability and strength 
of the Ultima means a longer 
working life and increased return 
on investment while saving lives.
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THERE IS a SafER WaY aLTO ULTIma® TOWER

REVOLUTIONARY FALL ARREST 
& FALL RESTRAINT
Certified and accredited by the 
UK’s leading test laboratory, the 
Ultima’s fall arrest capability is 
unique to Alto and a world first. 
Fully compatible with scaffold 
work safety harnesses, the 
stainless steel anchor points are 
built into the frame, adding fall 
protection and reducing the risk 
of falls from height on your site.
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PREVENT FALLS. PROTECT LIVES
aLTO ULTIma® TOWER



THERE IS a SafER WaY 
SPECIfY aN aLTO ULTIma® TOWER

The most common cause of fatal injury on a construction site 
is a fall from height. It is also the most common cause of a 

serious injury. This is preventable.

According to the HSE the most common factor resulting in 
falls from height is a failure to use and provide appropriate 

and safe plant/equipment.
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Beaver 84 use the Alto heavy 
duty towers in our depots as 
our main hire product due to 
it’s strength and robustness. 

We have very little damage to 
repair but when we do, we get 
a quick and excellent service 

from Lakeside Industries which 
is also duplicated on general 

day to day enquiries.

We supply and erect the Alto 
Heavy Duty towers to roofing 

companies, maintenance 
providers. The product is 

robust and very cost effective. 
We still have around 60% of 
the stock we bought 30 years 

ago. The companies we supply 
are surprised at the strength 

of the towers in comparison to 
traditional scaffolding.  

AlTrAd BEAvEr - 84 lTd 

We have used Alto products for 
many years and continue to 

be pleased with the products. 
You can get towers cheaper 

elsewhere but we believe this 
one is extremely good value 
for money. The delivery and 

customer service from Lakeside 
would be hard to beat which is 
why we will continue our good 

working relationship with them.

CITy HIrE AIM ACCess sOlUTIOns lIMITed

Including the first en8620 certified 
podium, the low level range is versatile, 

robust and innovative.

The Alto Medium duty Tower
out performs all lightweight competitors. 

The ideal choice for general use.

With unrivalled strength and versatility 
the Alto Heavy duty Tower can deal with 

the toughest assignments.
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